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Abstract. This article presents a chip-scale package (CSP) with conformal and uniform struc-
tures for white light-emitting diodes used in lighting and backlight unit (BLU) applications. The
CSP structures produce higher light extraction efficiency and lower assembly-dependent pack-
aging compared with conventional surface-mounted devices (SMDs). Simulation results show
that compared with SMDs, the luminous efficiency of CSP structures is 8.81% higher in lighting
applications and 9.43% higher in BLU applications. This is likely due to light loss in the light
bowl of the SMDs. Moreover, CSPs with a conformal phosphor structure exhibit low assembly
dependence and redundancy, and rb-CSPs with a conformal structure are a more effective light
source in both lighting and BLU applications. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JPE.5.057606]
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1 Introduction

Recently, white light-emitting diodes (WLEDs) have become widely used in daily life because of
their small dimensions, high efficiency, and long lifetime, which means they can be categorized
as environmentally friendly light sources.1–3 To date, the main approach for fabricating
phosphor-converted WLEDs has been to use complementary colors to generate white light.4

Thus, the combination of a blue chip with yellow phosphor (Y3Al5O12∶Ce3þ) has dominated
most markets of solid-state lighting devices.5,6 In the past decade, several studies have enhanced
the characteristics of the InGaN/GaN-based LEDs by improving the internal quantum effi-
ciency,7–11 efficiency droop,12–16 and light extraction efficiency (LEE)17,18 of such devices. In
particular, air voids, SiO2 nanomasks, and nanopillar substrates have been employed to improve
the crystalline quality of the GaN-based epilayer and increase the output efficiency.19–22 In addi-
tion, the performance of the blue chip and LED packaging is critical for improving the LEE.
A previous study used dual-layer graded-refractive index encapsulants to enhance the LEE
(Ref. 23) and hybrid structures to yield higher luminous efficiency by identifying a suitable
refractive index.24 Regarding the phosphor packaging, phosphor-dispensing methods are the
most common methods for fabricating WLEDs because of the low cost and ease of control.25

In this type of LED, phosphor powders are homogenously distributed in the silicon glue by
molding or dispensing processes. Furthermore, conformal phosphor structures are another
advanced type of packaging with a uniform phosphor film surface, thereby generating high-qual-
ity white light.26–29
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Currently, surface-mounted device (SMD)-type LEDs have become a critical type of pack-
aging because of their high performance, low cost, and suitability for modular applications.30

This type of packaging is widely used in various industrial applications, particularly in liquid
crystal display backlight units (BLUs) and other lighting applications. For BLU applications, a
light source with a second lens mounted on the printed circuit board (PCB) is used in directly lit
backlights. However, the flat surface of the SMD-type LEDs leads to the problem of total internal
reflection (TIR). The reflected light between the forward and bottom surfaces becomes trapped
in the bowl structure, thus reducing the LEE because of the energy loss. Therefore, methods for
improving the LEE of LEDs have become critical topics for discussion.

In the present study, a design for a chip-scale package (CSP) is presented for use in lighting
and BLU applications. The processes for optimizing the CSP structure are presented in three
parts: (1) the influence of the bottom reflector; (2) the optimal CSP size for the maximal LEE;
and (3) the most suitable phosphor structure for lighting and BLU applications. Moreover, the
conformal and uniform structures of the CSP model were analyzed at various correlated color
temperatures (CCTs). The results showed that a reflective-bottom CSP model with a small area
and greater height exhibited low assembly dependence and high efficiency, which enhanced the
luminous efficiency by 8.81% in lighting applications and 9.43% in BLU applications.

2 Modeling Process

Generally, SMD-type LEDs are advantageous because of their high performance, low cost, and
suitability for modular applications. However, the sidewall reflector of this type of structure
causes a considerable amount of light to become trapped inside the bottom of the package,
which reduces the LEE.31,32 Therefore, CSP structures can improve the LEE because they con-
tain no sidewall reflector. In the present study, the proposed CSP structure not only achieved

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the surface-mounted device (SMD) and chip-scale package (CSP)
models: (a) SMD 3030, (b) bb-CSP with conformal phosphor, (c) bb-CSP with uniform phosphor,
(d) rb-CSP with conformal phosphor, and (e) rb-CSP with uniform phosphor.
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higher LEE, but also demonstrated the advantages of convenience in assembly similar to the
SMD type.

To understand the light field distribution within various types of packaging, a simulation
platform was established to evaluate the proposed CSP structure. Lighttools (Synopsys
Optical Solutions) was used with the Monte Carlo method and Mie scattering33 to compare
four models: three CSP structures and a conventional SMD package. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of the four models investigated in this study: (a) SMD 3030 package; (b) bb-CSP with
a conformal phosphor structure; (c) bb-CSP with a uniform phosphor structure; (d) rb-CSP with
a conformal phosphor structure; and (e) rb-CSP with uniform phosphor models. Near-field
measurements of the light source of the chip were conducted for the simulation, in which
the diameter of the phosphor particles was set at 10.6 μm. Table 1 lists some of the related
parameters. To consider the module efficiency according to the optical properties of the assembly
surface, the assembly-dependent effect was defined by how heavily the efficiency depended on
the assembly surface. This was considered because there is no reflector in the CSP structure;
consequently, some light would be incident to the assembly surface, which is similar to a PCB.

In the simulated model, the surface detector at the bottom of the CSP structure was employed
to quantify the assembly-dependent effect, which shows the intensity on the assembly system. A
far-field detector was also used to determine the LEE. Next, the cuboid size of the CSP structure
with the conformal and uniform phosphor structures was adjusted to find the trend for a higher
LEE and low assemble-dependent effect. Subsequently, the luminous efficacy of the CSP struc-
tures and conventional SMD-type LED at various CCTs were calculated to be ∼10;000 K in
BLU and <6500 K in lighting applications.

3 Results and Discussion

In general applications, LEDs are typically mounted on a PCB; thus, there is no influence regard-
ing the type of SMD used because all of the photons originate from the top surface of the LED.
CSP structures have no sidewall reflector to reflect the light; therefore, the assembly-dependent
effect is defined as the change in an optical property at different distances. To evaluate the
assembly-dependent effect, Fig. 2 shows the energy distribution at the bottom surface of the
CSP. The figure shows the energy distributions at the bottom of the bb-CSP and rb-CSP struc-
tures. According to the calculations, the bb-CSP structure exhibited a high level of energy under
the package because the rb-CSP has a lower assembly dependence compared with the bb-CSP
structure. Generally, an assembly typically utilizes a PCB, but a PCB with a white painted sur-
face is not as reflective as a white reflector in a CSP. Consequently, the backscattering light
generated by a CSP structure is incident on the assembly surface, which can cause a considerable
amount of optical energy loss in practical applications. However, the rb-CSP structure features a
reflective surface that prevents light from becoming incident on the assembly surface and is
effective in mitigating assembly dependence. Therefore, rb-CSP structures were employed as
the main research object in this study. Furthermore, Fig. 2 also indicates that some optical energy
would be incident on the assembly surface near the boundary of the CSP, and this is affected by
the size of the cuboids and phosphor structures. For this shape, the cuboid size is critical because
it can influence the performance of a device. Therefore, the LEE of the models was calculated
with cuboids of various sizes.

Table 1 Simulation model parameters.

Material Chip-scale package SMD3030 package

White reflector 93% Lambertian scattering 93% Lambertian scattering

Metal reflector 91% Gaussian scattering with 5 deg 91% Gaussian scattering with 5 deg

Refractive index of glue 1.545 1.545

Else Set on the reflector surface with
reflectance ∼70%

—
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Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the simulation result of the conformal rb-CSP with the CCT set at
10,000 K, a uniform rb-CSP with the CCT set at 10,000 K, a conformal rb-CSP with the CCT set
at 5000 K, and a uniform rb-CSP with the CCT set at 5000 K, respectively. Conformal and
uniform structures with various CSP heights and widths were set in the model to determine
the efficiency trend. The simulation results showed that the efficiency of the conformal structure
was more sensitive to the cuboid size than the uniform structure was because more backscatter-
ing light was reflected toward the bottom surface and some of the energy was absorbed into
the package. Increasing the CSP height and reducing the width increased the efficiency at both
5000 and 10,000 K. For the uniform structure, the efficiency is nearly independent of the CSP
height and width. This can be attributed to the uniform distribution of the phosphor in the LED
packaging.

Figure 4(a)–4(d) depict the light propagation in the following packages: a flat cuboid rb-CSP
with a conformal phosphor structure; a higher cuboid rb-CSP with a conformal phosphor struc-
ture, flat cuboid rb-CSP with uniform phosphor structure; and a higher cuboid rb-CSP with

Fig. 2 Intensity distributions on the assembly surfaces.

Fig. 3 Light extraction efficiency at various cuboid sizes: (a) CSP model with conformal phosphor
in backlight unit (BLU) applications (10,000 K), (b) CSPmodel with uniform phosphor in BLU appli-
cations (10,000 K), (c) CSP model with conformal phosphor in lighting applications (5000 K), and
(d) CSP model with uniform phosphor in lighting applications (5000 K).
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uniform phosphor structure. The figure indicates that the rb-CSP with a higher cuboid height had
less light incident on the bottom surface because of the increased height–width ratio. The same
effect is evident in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). In the CSP model, the optical energy was absorbed when
the photons struck the bottom surface, which was the primary cause of energy loss. Two con-
ditions must exist for light propagation to occur. First, part of the light emitted from the center of
the rb-CSP is reflected because of the TIR. If TIR occurs at the top surface of the rb-CSP, then the
reflected light is incident on the bottom surface of the rb-CSP. Under this condition, the light is
partially absorbed. By contrast, when TIR occurs at another surface, the light is not directly
emitted to the bottom surface of rb-CSP.

To quantify the assembly-dependence effect, Table 2 shows the LEE of CSP structures of
various sizes and with different phosphor structures in BLU and lighting applications. A CSP
with dimensions of 3 × 3 × 0.25 mm3 and the rb-CSP with the conformal phosphor structure
exhibited an LEE of ∼66.77% at 10,000 K and 62.93% at 5000 K. The higher LEE of the
CSP structure with the higher CCT can be attributed to more light being converted from
the phosphor through a downconversion process in the low-CCT structure, and the energy is
consumed when the shorter wavelength is converted to a longer wavelength.34

In Table 2, the result shows that the reduced-area CSP (1 × 1 × 0.25 mm3) with the con-
formal and uniform phosphor structures successfully improved the LEE by 4 and 1%, respec-
tively. Moreover, the efficiency of the conformal and uniform rb-CSP structures can be increased
by 2 and 0.7%, respectively, as the height is increased from 0.25 to 0.5 mm. Therefore, the LEE
of the conformal structure was superior to that of the uniform structure when the height of the
CSP was increased by a sufficient amount, and reducing the area of the CSP structure is a useful
method for improving the LEE. By contrast, the total quantity differed between the conformal
and uniform structures because the phosphor light was pumped by a blue-ray laser. The con-
formal structure exhibited the densest phosphor distribution near the chip. Thus, the conformal
structure can utilize the smaller quantity of phosphor more effectively than the uniform structure
to achieve the same CCT.

To determine the optimal LEE, Fig. 5 shows the LEE of the CSP structures of various heights.
The optimal height of the CSP model is ∼1 mm, which improved the LEE to 4%. Moreover, the
LEE was almost saturated when the height was 1 mm. Figures 5(a)–5(c) show the ray trace
analysis of the rb-CSP structures of various heights: 0.8, 0.5, and 0.3 mm. Compared with
these results, more light is incident on the bottom surface in the 0.3-mm-high rb-CSP structure
compared with the taller rb-CSP structures. In summary, the size of the CSP structure is crucial in
optimizing the design.

Fig. 4 Schematic propagation depicting the path of light in the CSPmodels: (a) flat cuboid rb-CSP
with conformal phosphor, (b) tall cuboid rb-CSP with conformal phosphor, (c) flat cuboid rb-CSP
with uniform phosphor, and (d) tall cuboid rb-CSP with uniform phosphor.
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Figure 6 shows the luminous efficacy of SMD-type and CSP structures at various CCTs. The
rb-CSP structures have a higher luminous efficiency compared with the SMD type. Compared
with the SMD type, the CSP structures enhanced the luminous efficiency by 8.81% in lighting
applications and 9.43% in BLU applications. In the SMD type, the light was reflected several
times within the package, and some of the energy was absorbed by the white reflector and bottom
surface because of the bowl structure; therefore, the SMD type has a lower efficiency because of
the loss of trapped photons in the package. Conversely, although the efficiency of the CSP

Table 2 Light extraction efficiency in backlight unit (BLU) and lighting applications.

Correlated color temperature 10,000 K For BLU application 5000 K For lighting application

3 × 3 × 0.25 conformal 66.77% 62.93%

1 × 1 × 0.25 conformal 70.10% 66.17%

1 × 1 × 0.5 conformal 72.17% 67.90%

3 × 3 × 0.25 uniform 69.16% 65.67%

1 × 1 × 0.25 uniform 70.14% 66.09%

1 × 1 × 0.5 uniform 70.83% 66.49%

Note: The bold values indicate the highest efficiency design of these structures of CSP. We optimized the
design of CSP from the result of various sizes design.

Fig. 5 CSP height and ray trace analysis results: (a) 0.8 mm, (b) 0.5 mm, and (c) 0.3 mm.

Fig. 6 Result of luminous efficacy of the CSP and SMD-type structures at various correlated color
temperatures.
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structures exhibited a slight loss because of the backscattering light, the optimal CSP design
exhibited a higher LEE compared with the SMD type.

To improve the accuracy of the simulation model, the CSP and SMD-type structures were
prepared. Figure 7 shows the experimental result of CSP and SMD type at 5700 K. The dimen-
sions of the CSP and SMD-type structures are 1.3 × 1.3 × 1.0 and 3.0 × 3.0 × 0.6 mm3, respec-
tively. The result shows that at 350 mA, using the CSP structure enhanced the LEE by ∼10%
compared with using the SMD-type structure. Thus, this measurement verifies the simulation
and experimental results for both structures.

4 Conclusion

In this study, the designs of CSP models with conformal and uniform structures were demon-
strated at various CCTs. The results show that the CSP structure achieved a higher LEE and
lower assembly-dependence effect compared with the conventional SMD type. This occurred
because the bowl structure of the SMD type caused some energy loss. Accordingly, the effi-
ciency of the reflective-bottom CSP model with a small area and greater height was 8.81
and 9.43% higher than that of the conventional SMD-type structure at CCTs of 5000 and
10,000 K, respectively. Thus, the proposed CSP model offers high potential as a lighting source
in both lighting and BLU applications.
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